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' archivist
16th CENTURY manuscript

which was found in the last

batch of documents to be handed

over by the Public Library to the
Yarmouth Borough Archivist Mr.
Paul Rutledge. has proved Mr.
Rutledge’s theory that the author
of the first history of Yarmouth
was not Henry Manship, senior, as
has been believed for many years,
but Thomas Damet, Town Clerk of
Yarmouth in 1567-73.
Writing in 1963 in “Norfolk

Archaeology,” Mr. Rutledge chal-lenged the View that Henry Manship,
senior, was the author of a 16th
century history of the town,
Yarmouthe a Booke of the Founda-
cion and Antiquitye of the said
Towne, and of Diverse Specialle. Matters concerninge the same.”
He suggested on evidence from

many sources that Damet was the
author of an anonymous document,
which Francis Blomefield, the Nor-
folk historian, attributed to Manshi
senior. and which was eventually
gublished in an edited version by

. J. Palmer in 1847, under this
title.

The “parchment book’
Mr. Rutledge pointed out thatManship‘s son, Henry Manship,junior, an‘other historian and author

of the “History of Great Yarmouth ”which C. J. Palmer edited, thoughhe knew of his father’s activities ashistorian, never claimed that he wasthe author but merely referred to“the author of a parchment book.”
In his article in 1963 Mr. Rutledgesaid the manuscript had beenacquired by the Corporation after

1867 and although he thought it
should still be in the possession ofthe Corporation he did not .know
where it. was.

This “parchment
book,” written inDamet‘s handwriting,

and bearing awater mark of 1590, was handed toMr. Rutledge recently by the Borough
Librarian,

Mr. A. A. C. Hedges. Mr. 
‘_-\_, ,,%‘-,J ,_....

‘ p: '25 .1 fl

MS proves Yarmout

,a/w— 3 ~ 5

was right
Rutledge showed it to members at
a meeting of Yarmouth Archaeolo-
gical Society.

The history is handwritten on
paper, on one side of the leaves
only, and on the empty pages are
notes written by Blomefield and
others through whose hands it has
passed.

- 9
‘Damet’s history

“This is Damet’s history,” said
Mr. Rutledge. “ It is written in his
own hand, we have no doubt of
that. I did not know of its existence
when I wrote that article and had
not seen it at that time, but there
is no doubt about it. There is a
watermark of 1590. Damet did not
sign it, and on the fiyleaf there is
a note by Blomefleld that it was
written by Manship senior.

“Like many old manuscripts. the
backing leaf of the binding was a
medieval document."

Mr. Rutledge told a reporter after-
wards that there was no doubt that
Damet had written it. “ He kept
the Corporation's accounts for many
years and also wrote up the assembly
meetings, so We have plenty of \'€I‘lfi-
able examples of his writing,” he
said.
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THE question of what» has happened

to a late 16th century document

to which we are indebted for much

   

 

of the early history of Yarmouth is

raised by the Borough Archivist, Mr.

Paul Rutledge, in a paper on “Thomas

Damet and the historiography 'of

Great Yarmouth,” the first of seven,

which is being published by the
journal “ Norfolk Archaeology.”
The missing document. which was‘

entitled “ Great Yarmouthe A Booke
of the Foundacion and Antiquitye of
the said Towne, and of Diverse.
Specialle Matters concerninge the
same” and was by an anonymous
author. has‘ been missing since’it
was sold in 1867 by C. J. Palmer, the
Yarmouth historian, who edited and
published it'20 years earlier.
Mr. Rutledge thinks that the docu-

ment was originally in the possession
of the Corporation. The Norfolk
historian Blomefield found it in the
Paston muniment room at Oxnead in
1735 and he kept it. Upon his death
it passed into the possession of
Thomas Martin, and after that it'
came into the hands of John Ives,
he Yarmouth antiquary. In 1846,
some 70 years later. it turned up at
Bury St. Edmunds, when it passed
into the possession of Palmer.
Mr. Rutledge has investigated the

authorship of the document and be-
lieves [it was written by Thomas
Damet. not Henry Manship senior,
as Blomefield supposed. Damet was
Town Clerk of Yarmouth 1567-73 and
was MP. five times.

I wondered at first whether the
document might have been engulfed
in the maw of that indefatieable
snapper up of ancient manuscripts
Dawson Turner. but on lookingr up
the reference books I find that he
died nine years before Palmer soldvit.

.
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THOMAS DAMET AND THE HISTORIOGRAPHY
OF

GREAT YARMOUTH

By PAUL RUTLEDGE, B.A.

N 1847 there was published from an original manuscript, under the editorship

Iof C. J. Palmer the Yarmouth historian, the earliest surviving history of the

town, an anonymous work entitled “ Greate Yermouthe. A Booke of the

Foundacion and Antiquitye of the saide Towne, and of Diverse Specialle Matters

concerninge the same.” It is herein referred to as the “ Foundacion.” Though

modest and naive it is of genuine historiographical interest, dating as it does from

barely two generations after Leland and hailing from the neighbourhood of the

great William Worcester of more than a century earlier. Unfortunately the manu—

script printed by Palmer has disappeared and man
y questions about it must remain

unanswered. Its history is, however, reasonably well known. 1 It was available

to Henry Manship jun. in 1619,2 and it seems likely that it was originally in the

possession of Great Yarmouth Corporation as it was self—confessedly written for

the edification of the ” good men " of that town.3 This probability is strength-

ened in that a ” breife of ye coste and charges disbursed aboute the old and newe

Haven” from 1548 to 1613 was appended to the manuscript, the original of

which, in the hand of the town clerk Ralph Owner, is to be found in a volume of

haven accounts among the Yarmouth archives.4 If it originated in corporate

custody, the manuscript passed into the hands of the Paston family, probably

between 1674 and 1732 when the first and second Earls of Yarmouth were high

stewards of the borough. After the death of the second Earl it was discovered by

Francis Blomefield in 1735 during his famous exploration of the Oxnead muni—

ment room. On Blomefield’s own death in 1752 it passed to Thomas Martin,

and at his decease it came to John Ives the Yarmouth antiquary in 1772. Ives

died in 1776 and his library was dispersed. What then became of the manu-

script is not known, but it was found in 18—16 by James Sparke of Bury St. Ed—

munds among the papers of a deceased brother who is assumed to have acquired

it by purchase. Sparke handed it over to Palmer, who retained it till 1867 when

he sold it with the contents of 4, South Quay, Great Yarmouth.5 The pur—

chaser in 1867 and its present whereabouts are unknown. A possible variant or

associated text, a manuscript of 21 pages described in 1891 as “ Collections

relating to Yarmouth, to the year 1590, with abstracts of the town charters,“

is also lost. Probably from the collection of Cox Macro (1683—1767, brother of

Thomas Macro minister of Yarmouth 172243), it came in 1820 to Hudson

Gurney, and since the sale of the Gurney MSS in 1936 it is untraced.6

Fortunately the appearance of the manuscript of the “ Foundacion ” is

known to us, in general terms. Blomefield described it as “ a fair noble folio
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;

MS., judiciously compiled in James 1’s time,’ and Palmer tells us that it was

” very neatly and carefully written . . . upon one side of foolscap paper, and is

bound in a parchment cover; an illuminated missal having apparently been cut

up to keep the leaves together . . . it is still in a very clean and perfect state.”

Palmer’s edition of the manuscript shows that headings and key words were

differentiated by a change of script.

The work is divided into a preface (pp1~4) and two parts; on pp 5—38 a history

of the town, including the haven, and on pp 39446 a brief history of the haven

alone. It is possible that the two parts are not precisely contemporary, but only

examination of the original manuscript could prove this. The first part is dated by

references to Elizabeth as reigning monarch and to royal letters patent of 1594.

It also contains copies of documents of 1594. 7 This internal evidence of a date

between 1594 and 1603 is supplemented from outside; the manuscript was

probably one of the sources of Thomas Nashe’s Lenten Stu/fa published early in

1599.8 The second part may be dated c. 1599 if its concluding words are to be

taken at face value ; “ the Towne . . . a0 1559 . . . did . . . cutte a new haven

. . . And . . . by reason of the goodnes of ther sayde haven, . . . in these fourtie

yeres, have greatlie flourished.”9

The “ Foundacion ” is anonymous. It was apparently first attributed to

Henry Manship sen. by Francis Blomefield. This traditional attribution on the

analogy of the work of Henry Manship jun. the second, and better, historian of

the town, has never been seriously examined. It was accepted by lves and,

with reservations, both by Palmer 10 and by John Cordy Jeaffreson.” It is

significant, however, as Palmer noted, that Manship jun., while drawing attention

to his father’s activities in other directions,12 never claimed the work as his.

He refers to the author merely as ” the writer of a Parchment Book . . . con—

taining the originality or antiquity of Yarmouth,” whose conclusions he dis—

putes.13 The simple fact of chronology disposes of Manship sen.’s claim. The

” Foundacion ” was written at some time between 1594 and 1599 when, as the

Yarmouth parish register shows,“1 he had already been dead some 25 years.

It is revealing, too, to contrast the statement of the author of the ” Foundacion ”

that he had ” manye tymes travayled ” about the affairs of Great Yarmouth15

with the known, and on the whole unremarkable, facts of the career of Henry

Manship sen.

Manship sen. was possibly of the local family of Manship of Earsham near

Bungay.16 A merchant,17 he became a freeman of Yarmouth in 1545 by virtue

of apprenticeship.18 He was chosen an eight—and—forty or common councilman

in 155019 and he appears at various times thereafter filling minor town offices

such as elector of bailiffs, constable, and auditor.20 He was placed on haven

committees in 1560. In the same year he was made heyner of the Trinity gild,

and in 1564 he was collector of the charnel rents. However, in that year, like his

more ambitious son later, he fell into disgrace, for attempting to evade local

salt dues. His freedom (and consequently his trading privileges as a member

of the Corporation) was withdrawn “ to his no small hynderaunce ” as he said,

and he was obliged to confess his fault and sue for pardon. A copy has survived
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of his petition, in which he declared the Town Assembly to be " in the nature of

an superyour courte . . . of no lesse force amonge CY concernyng you than the

parlement in respect of the body of this realme.” He was readmitted to his

freedom, only in 1566 to be detected in another customs offence, the shipping of

“ foreign ” corn as his own.21 Again he made submission and fine and was

forgiven, but, apart from procuring Joyce Johnson, a Dutch engineer, to super—

vise the new haven works,22 he played no further part in corporate affairs. He

was buried at Yarmouth on 30 July, 1569,23 by no means a rich man as he was

borrowing quite small sums of money from a local lending charity till within two

years of his death.24 He left a young family, the future historian among them,

by his wife Katherine who married secondly Roger Osborne a scrivener on 31

Jan. 1571/2.25

It is clear that Manship sen.’s part in the affairs of the town was minor—he

never became a four—and —twenty or alderman, and he never held any of the key

offices ; indeed he was frequently absent from Assemblies—and that his career

ended untimely and in some disgrace. Therefore another candidate must be

found for the authorship of the “ Foundacion,” a man active on corporate

business who could have written a history of the town in the 15905.

Such a man was Thorn-as Damet or Dammett who, as I shall indicate, was

responsible for other works of a quasi—historical nature which remain in corporate

custody. His background is obscure, save that he was bred and born in Yar—

mouth.26 It is possible that Agnes Dammett, a widow, who was buried at Yar-

mouth on 8 Nov. 1589 was his mother?7 The name occurs at Upwell and

Northwold in Norfolk earlier in the century.28 Damet was kin to William

Lyster, a leading merchant of the town.29 His career probably began in the law,

for early in 1569 he described himself as a notary public and in 1570 as a scriv—

ener.30 The date of his admission to the freedom of the borough is not known,

but he must have been already a member of the Corporation when he was made

town or assembly clerk in 1568.31 He remained town clerk, and also an attorney

of the borough court, till 1573, and he became a four—and—twenty or alderman

the next year.32 It is clearthat he was an active and trusted administrator and man

of business, for very soon he became feoffee of town property33 and began to

aspire to the major offices of the Corporation. Between 1570 and 1605 he was

chosen as auditor ten times, chamberlain once, bailiff thrice,20 and M.P. no

fewer than five times (in 1584, 1586, 1593, 1601 and 1604).“ From 1578 he was

usually on the commission of the peace, and he was almost invariably one of the

” inner ring ” of leading burgesses who were yearly made “ bailiffs assistants ”.35

From 1580 at least he is described as a merchant.36 In 1570 with his kinsman

William Lyster he purchased part (including two warehouses) 0f the great house

on the quay that had once belonged to Thomas Drayton and which subsequently

became the town custom house. He sold this “ fair, ancient, and stately house ”

in 158137 and early in the next year he leased from the town part of the Grey-

friars buildings “ frome the entry by thelde parler to the northwarde & east—

warde with the gardens and blcchinge place, the long entrye, CY with the cort &

kychine yardes," with special condition that when a “ man of honore ” visited

the town he should have lodging there.38 He gave up the lease in 1589, and
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thereafter he seems to have lived in the second north middle leet in his house

between Middlegate and the quay called Breses kitchen. Here, like so many of

his contemporaries at Yarmouth, he engaged in building activities.39 He

married thrice. The antecedents of his first and third wives, Anne and Grace,

are unknown, but the second, Alice, whom he married in 1590, brought him a

property in Yarmouth and connexions with the merchant families of Ylberde,

Crowe and Bishop and, presumably, with Dr. Robert Bishop, the writer of a

chronicle of the Kingdom of East Angliafl‘0 Grace, his third wife, who probably

survived him, had a house at Rishangles in Suffolk:11 His only surviving

daughter Mary married Ralph Owner, town clerk 1609~33 and brother of the

more prominent and rumbustuous Edward Owner}2 His son Edward was,

however, an unsatisfactory character. Apparently in 1612—13 he vanished,

and his father in 1617 believed him dead. He reappeared in 1618 after his

father’s death to claim the property left him ” yf itt fortune hee bee alyve,”

but he had so wasted his estate by 1625 that he was in want and the Corporation

granted him a small weekly pension. He died in 1628.43

Some contemporary evidence of Thomas Damet’s character and ability has

survived. An official record of 1577~8 called him ” a man of not at all common

experience and deliberation.”17 In 1586 William le Grys described him and

Ralph \Volhouse as ” both wise, honest & discrete, & as good Townesmen as any

is among you . . . I would you had many, in wisdome, Governemente & experi—

ence, to matche them.”44 He was characterised posthumously in 1620 by Sir

Henry Wodehouse as ” a grave honest inhabitant ” of the town.45 A revealing

dissident voice is that of the more brilliant, less staid Henry Manship jun., who

in 1604 said flatly that Damet and his fellow M.P. john Wheeler had “ behaved

them selffes in the parliament like sheepe and were both dunces.”46 It seems

that Damet was one of the few moderates within the Corporation. In 1590, when

it was put to the vote whether Andrewes the town preacher “ thornghe his great

good & godly doctrine he hath bestowed weekely ” should have an annuity of £50

for life and half that sum if silenced by spiritual authority, ~12 voted for the

motion and Damet and four others against.47 We have glimpses of him in

parliament. In 1601 he made a rousing speech against the pirates of those “ two

base Towns ” Dunkirk and Newport, and in the stormy session of 1610,

following the Lord High Treasurer's request for money for the king’s needs, he

moved ” in generall ” that the house should comply.48 On his return from this

parliament he fell ill, and in 1612 he removed to his wife’s house at Rishangles.

The next year he resigned as alderman of Yarmouth, declaring it his intention

“ to passe the residue of my olde age here in the Countrye with my wyfe during

our lyves,”26 and in 1618 he died, being buried at Yarmouth on 18th March

1617/8.23 He left the town four almshouses for the widows of poor seamen and

he made the Corporation his executor.49

Damet’s function, both as a trained lawyer and as M.P., of representing the

town’s interests at London should be noted since, as will appear, the author of

the “ Foundacion ” was particularly preoccupied with the business of preparing

petitions to lay before the central authority. It is now necessary to consider

the inconclusive but considerable evidence that links him with that work. The
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point of departure is in writings of an historical tendency for which we know

him to have been responsible.

First in time, probably, comes the preface to the ” first haven book ” or first

book of accounts relating to the harbour, among the archives of Great Yarmouth

Corporation.50 This and the continuing volume are in Damet’s hand from the

beginninO, Michaelmas 1567, to Michaelmas 1608, and in 1590 it was ordered to

pay him £5 for engrossing these and other accounts, as he had done in previous

years.51 His preface consists of a detailed description, partly based on account

books not now extant, of the attempts to secure a satisfactory harbour between

1549 and 1567 ; it is printed by Swinden.52 It was possibly compiled in connex—

ion with the obtaining of a royal licence to export corn in 1567. Lists of the

charges of the haven and of royal grants thereto between 1549 and 1590 are also

copied in, as is the detailed assessment for a county rate towards the haven works

made in 1573.

The only manuscript of which Damet is self—confessedly the author is the

“book of charters ” that goes by his name among the Yarmouth archives. On the

last original leaf (f0. 80) is the colophon ” Iste liber collectus et translatus per me

Thomam Damet burgensem huius ville anno salutis nostre . 1580. Reipublice

et libertatis Causa et amore.” It was justly described by the Cinque Ports

bailiffs in 1594 as ” a very fair book of parchment, wherein were written . . . .

decrees and sundry patents of princes concerning the privileges and jurisdictions

of the town of Yarmouth.”53 Besides transcripts and translations it contains

one piece of original research. This is a “ breyfe rehersall ” of the suits between

John of Brittany and the town in 2—5 Edward 111.54 The research is described on

a court roll of 1577~9. In that year, in the course of a lawsuit between that

town and the men of Suffolk, “ our writings and ancient rolls having been

searched, and the rolls in the Tower of London having been investigated by the

great care and diligence of Thomas Damet one of the bailiffs,” a document was

found bearing on the disputes between the burgesses of Yarmouth and the men

of Suffolk from the time of Edward 1.17

The relationship between these two works of Damet’s and the “ Foundacion ”

is interesting. The first part of the “ Foundacion ” draws heavil_\ (pp. 25—30)

on the preface to the fiist haven book and it contains a svnopsis (pp. 14~ 15),

often verbally similar, of theb1e\fe rehersall ” in thebook of cha1ters.’

Damets involvement1n affairs leading to a search for useful precedents, a certain

skill he posessed in marshalling historical evidence, and the interest he took in

ancient and contemporary documents as in the course of everyday business

they passed through his hands, will be found mirrored in the author of the

“ Foundacion,” just as that author’s habit of using a bolder script for rubrics is a

feature of Damet’s two known works. Another parallel may be drawn. It is

between part of the preface to the “ Foundacion ” and Damet’s letter of 23

March, 1612/3 to the bailiffs of Yarmouth resigning his aldermanship.26 In the

letter he urges the bailiffs “ to furnishe my roome with some other . . . to keepe

your full number for the Townes service . . . because I wishe the prosperitie of

that place wher I was bred C\' borne.” This in its local patriotism resembles the

colophon to the ” book of charters,’ and in both sentiment and phraseology it
1
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recalls these words from the preface to the ” Foundacion ”55—” And suche he

doubteth not but God will rayse upp, even of that Corporacion that shal—be

meete and \villenge to doe good unto there native Contrye and Towne in the

whiche they have bene bredd and borne, (as the said wryghter hereof was, whoe

Inanye tymes travayled in and about thees busynes).”

Closely related to the “ Foundacion ” is a new version, of the late 16th cent.,

of an ancient chronicle or “ chronographical table ” that hung in Yarniouth

church. The original brief chronicle, containing a short description of the town

and a catalogue of events relating to the town and church down to 1386, was

possibly compiled by monks of the small Benedictine priory which served the

church or of the mother house at Norwich. It contained little that could not

have its source in personal memory (it was fuller for the 14th cent.) or in the

chronicles and registers of the Cathedral Priory. Unfortunately, it has disap—

peared, but since it was accessible and in a public place much of its content has

survived in the form of notes by visiting antiquaries. Extensive extracts were

made by \Villiam Worcester at some time between Sir John Fastolf’s death in

1459 and his own death 0. 1482.56 Other material found its way into Camden’s

Britannia“ and Henry Manship jun.’s History of Yarmouth.“ The statement

that 7052 persons were buried at Yarmouth during the Black Death was borrow-

ed without acknowledgement in a petition by the town to Henry VII in March

1501/2 and it was the acknowledged source for Yarmouth’s contribution to the

battle of Sluys described in a document lain before the Privy Council in 1580.59

In this document, and in the 1587 edition of Camden, it is mentioned as still

hanging in the church. By 1612 it had become fragmentary and had been placed

with the town archives in one of the church vestries.60 Manship jun. in 1619

refers to “ certain Old Parchment Fragments, yet remaining in the Vestry of

Yarmouth, sometime parcel of a very ancient Chronographical Table, now de—

faced, which more than three score year past myself have seen hanging on the

wall as thou enterest the Marriage Door, which is situate on the south side of

the Church aforel'm.”61

Perhaps at the time that the original chronicle was relegated to the vestry, a

new version was prepared incorporating fresh, more specifically civic, matter

that is so reminiscent of the ” Foundacion " that it must have been prepared

under the same auspices. Manship jun. disapproved of the interpolations of the

second version of the chronicle, which he couples with the “ Foundacion.” He

says ” it is most manifest that as well he who inserted into the Tables hanging

in the Common Hall that this Town of Yarmouth, in the days of Canutus, was a

sand in the Sea . . . , as also the writer of a Parchment Book . . . containing the

originality or antiquity of Yarmouth . . . , was little less than 400 years deceived

in computation. . 3’62 The new version was placed, as Manship indicates, in

the gildhall, where it was seen by Nashe in the autumn of 1597 written in “ a

faire text hand.”63 Like the original chronicle, this second version is not extant.

However, two contemporary (i.e. late 16th cent.) copies of a synopsis of parts of

it survive in the British Museum (Add, MS 12505, fos. 280—1, and Lansdowne

101 art. 3, fos. 6—6b), and a third and final version was prepared in 1638 by one

Richard Rawlyn at the cost of Sir John Wentworth of Somerleyton. This
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version, painted in black—letter with rubricated initials on folding boards, re—

mained in the Tolhouse hall at Yarmouth till the 19th cent.64 A transcript of

c. 1700 survives among the collections of \Villiam Holman in the Bodleian

Library (MS Rawlinson Essex 11, fos. 175~7 ; Summ. Cat. no. 15998),65 and this

transcript was printed by Thomas Hearne in his edition of Leland’s Collectanea.“

The final version does not differ markedly from the second, if one may judge

from the British Museum synopses of the second version and the use made of

this version by Nashe and Spelman.‘i7 The only additions were a new preface

and a reference to disputes between the bailiffs of Yarmouth and those of the

Cinque Ports in 1634—6. The synopses indicate that the second version may have

been rather fuller and even closer to the ” Foundacion.”

Comparison between the “ Foundacion ” and the final version of the chronicle

is therefore permissable and it reveals a great measure of similarity, though the

chronicle is briefer, less ordered, and less accurate (for example, it misdates both

King John’s and Henry III’s charters to the borough). Its very title ” De

antiquitate et fundacione Burgi Magnae Jeremuthae in comitatu Norfolciae, et

de aliis rebus gestis ita patet in Recordis veteribus ” is reminiscent of that of

the ” Foundacion ” (above p. 119). The core of this final version comes from

the original chronicle, but the opening part consists of an account of the foun-

dation of the town on its sandbank, the building of the church, and of royal

grants to the town from time of John to that of Henry V, all of which resembles,

in phraseology and content, the first pages of the ” Foundacion.” Similarly, the

last part of this version of the chronicle reflects matter used more amply in the

“ Foundacion ”—the description of Queen Elizabeth’s letters patent on pp. 28—9,

of the suit with John of Brittany on pp. 14—15, and of suits of 157243 on pp. 34—6.

Material found in this version and not in the ” Foundacion ” is trifling, the only

significant item being the assertion that Yarmouth Road was known as St.

Nicholas’ Road in 1099.

The sources of the “ Foundacion ” are referred to generally as “ diverse olde

and auncient Recordes.”68 The chronicle was heavily drawn upon, as were the

town archives. Among the latter were the royal charters and other documents

that Damet had transcribed and translated in his " book of charters,” and the

town haven accounts and audit books ( Foundacion ” pp. 31—2) for whose fair

copying he had long been responsible. Other sources quoted are records in the

Tower of London (“ Foundacion ” pp. 10, 13, 19) where, as I have shown, he

carried out a successful search in 1577—8. The immediate source for the building

of a chapel on the sands for fishermen camping there in the herring season is not

so obvious (pp. 7—8); it probably comes indirectly from the First Register of

Norwich Cathedral Priory (below). There is no indication that the author was

aware of the work of Camden or of any of his contemporaries, and his researches

were not systematic like the careful searching of the town rolls and other archives

carried out a generation later by Henry Manship jun. The work is fuller from

about the beginning of Henry VIII’s reign; for the earlier period it is, always

excepting the account of the foundation of the town, little more than a chronicle

of royal grants, suits in which the town had successfully engaged, and the various

efforts to secure a satisfactory harbour. It now ranges wider as personal   
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memories, recent tradition, and more abundant archive material become available,

even including references to two external, if local, events (pp. 2172). Apart from

this, a note of certain archaeological discoveries, mentioned below, and an attempt

to elucidate a minor Yarmouth placename, the Conge, the work remains little

more than an extension of the simple kind of historical research needed for the

framing of petitions to authority or for confounding the town’s less precedent—

conscious adversaries in a lawsuit. Its aim is, indeed, just this, and it is stated

explicity in the preface (p. 3); “ to the intent that thes thinges mighte remayne

for a memoriall to all of this Corporacion whiche now be, and that hereafter

shall succeede to be providente for the upholdinge of the state of the saide

Towne . . . and to the intent there maye be some good presidentes lefte unto them

in the tyme of there necessities, to make and frame there sutes and peticions as

from tyme to tyme occasions shal—be ministred unto them, the wrighter hereof

hathe taken some paynes to sette downe in this booke some good instructions

for the better direction and more reedye and spedier dispatche of those busynes,

whiche muste needes be taken in hand and followed by the carefulle travayles of

some good men of the same Towne, knowenge beste there owne case and gree'fe.”

It was, in fact, typically a product of a community that had sustained many

battles in the courts to maintain its juridicial and economic privileges, that was

versed in the art of petitioning the monarch for relief in consideration of its

vast expenditure on haven works, and whose concern for the preservation and

accessibility of its ideological weapons, its archives, had already expressed

itself in quite elaborate machinery for archive care.

One other product of a sixteenth—century preoccupation with the origins

of Yarmouth yet remains to be considered. The ” hutch map," so called because

it was kept with other important documents in the great hutch or town chest,

has intrigued and puzzled antiquaries from the eighteenth century onwards.69

The map survives among the Yarmouth archives. It measures 59 x 69% mm.,

is on a single large membrane, and is carefully drawn in ink, attractively coloured,

and marked in a bold Italic hand. It purports to show the great estuary stretching

to Norwich and the site of Yarmouth as a sandbank at the head of the estuary

as they appeared in the year 1000. Its history has been obscured by the

assumption of Ives, Palmer, and later historians that the words of Nashe70

” An. Do. 1000 or thereabouts (as l have scrapt out of wormeaten Parchment) ”

referred to a then decaying prototype of the map. There is nothing to support

this conclusion; Nashe evidently meant the chronicle, to which he presently

refers more specifically. The divergence between the map that Ives engraved

and the map that survives in fine condition among the Yarmouth archives might

also have provoked comment, but in fact it merely led to the assumption that

Ives’ engraving was inaccurate. 71 This divergence is explicable if there were in

fact two variants. Henry Manship junior’s Raporte,” a list of the Yarmouth

archives made in 1612, reveals this to have been the case. Manship lists " The

plott of the sand and waters in velom before Yerinouth was built ” and “ Another

of the same in parchement.” \\'e must accept that one of these maps, that

discovered by Ives in the town hutch and engraved by him, has since disappeared,

and that the other is the map surviving in corporate custody.
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Assuming that Ives’ engraving is substantially correct, comparison between

the two maps is interesting. They are clearly interdependent, but they are by no

means identical. The Ives map is the more detailed and accurate; its refinements

include a compass—rose, it marks two bridges, Thorpe wood near Norwich, and

Haddiscoe church upon its hill, it shows more settlements and structures (forty—

two as compared with twenty—nine on the surviving map), and it extends further

north, south and west. Both maps are remarkable for their individual, but not

wholly accurate, drawings of churches representing settlements and other

buildings of note; Caister castle, for instance, is recognizably depicted on both,

but while St. Benet’s Abbey and Burgh Castle are shown as conventional medieval

castles on the surviving map, they are more correctly drawn on the Ives map.

The Ives map lacks, however, the decorative grotesques of the surviving map.

The inscription on the Ives map referring to the rampiring or embanking of the

town wall “ to the top " supplies dating evidence. It is probable that the last

great rampiring of 158778 is meant,73 which was therefore still fresh in the

memory when the map was drawn. Both maps, as I have stated, were in

existence in 1612. All knowledge of their origin had been lost by 1620, to judge

from the description of one of them as “ an ould platt before this town was.”74

The Italic script and general appearance of the surviving map is consistent with

a date in the later sixteenth century.

The maps are nothing more or less than a pictorial interpretation, not of course

to scale or based on an actual survey, of the idea that pervades the ” Foundacion "

so thoroughly that about the year 1000 " The verye seate of that Towne, that

ys to saye, the place and grounde whereuppon the Towne is buylded, and nowe

dothe stand, was percell of a greate sande lyinge within the mayne sea, at the

mouthe of the fludd or ryver called Hierus ”75 and that “ Then that arme of

the Sea was verye lardge and wide for enteringe in withe Shippes, extendinge in

bredthe from the Towne of Caster to the Towne of Gorleston, and was navigable

up to the Citye of Norwiche & Bewcleffes [Becclesfl and Bongaye, and also to

Acle, to Saint Bennettes Abbeye, to Hornenge and Wroxham, and to manye

other places in the Counties of Norffolke and Suffolke.”76

Whatever its chronological inaccuracies, this considerable feat of historical

imagination, which is the real achievement behind the compilation of the

“ Foundacion,” the making of the hutch maps, and the reworking of the

chronicle, was based on acute observation as well as on the germ of local tradition.

The tradition is implicit in the late thirteenth century description of Yarmouth

at about the year 1100 which occurs in the First Register of Norwich Cathedral

Priory. This tells us77 that ” There was moreover at that time, on the sandbank

at Yarmouth, a certain tiny chapel built in which divine services were only

celebrated at the time of the herring fishery, because there were not more than

four or five huts there for the reception of the fishermen. " \Ve know that, directly

or indirectly, the author of the " Foundacion ” must have known of this des-

cription. The tradition was used in 1332 by the citizens of Norwich in the course

of a suit against the men of Yarmonth; “ Norwich was . . . situate upon a river

of water which extends from the high sea to the said city . . . from time whereof

no memory exists before the town of Great Yarmouth was settled and inhabited.” 73
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That Yarmouth on its sandbank was relatively speaking a parvenu was acknow—

ledged by the appellation of “ Olde Yermouth ” given to Little Yarmouth or

Southtown in 153579 and to the legend related by Camden80 that the Saxons

” instead of Garianonum, founded a new Towne in that moist and waterish

ground, neer the West side of the River and named it Yarmouth: But finding

the Situation thereof not to be healthfull, they betooke themselves to the other

side of the river . . . and built this new Towne.” Given this basis, the rest could

be supplied by observation. The change in levels and terrain between the high

land and the marsh where the great estuary stretched is obvious enough. It was

underlined in 1559 by a flood caused by haven works at Yarmouth, described by

Damet in his preface to the haven book;81 “ the whole levell of the marshes

from Yarmouth unto Norwich was all overflowen, and keles and boats passed

over them.” Archaeological discoveries reinforced this impression. A footnote in

the ” Foundacion ”82 describes the ” ankors of Iron, and Keels 0f Shippes . . .

digged up . . . in the medowes and marsh grounds.”

The salient idea of the ” Foundacion,” the hutch maps, and the second and

third versions of the chronicle, that the town of Yarmouth was founded after the

year 1000 on a sandbank that had formed at the mouth of the great estuary,

makes its way between 1580 and 1594 into petitions that the town presented to

the monarch and the privy council}?3 None of the petitions from before 1580,

though enlarging on its history and former state, refer to the wonder of a town

that ” did receive its foundation miraculously out of the main sea,” as a petition

of c. 1608 has it.84 In fact all the works which embody this idea appear within

something over a decade; the maps probably after 1588, the revised chronicle

between 1587 and 1597, and the “ Foundacion ” between 1594 and 1599. It

has been shown that the latter can no longer be attributed to Henry Manship

sen., and if the argument is accepted that it was the work of Thomas Damet,

it follows that he was probably behind the reworked chronicle which bears so

close a resemblance to it, and that his influence may have been directly or

indirectly responsible for the two versions of the hutch map. Unless further

documentary evidence or any of the lost texts come to light, the thesrs is in—

capable of proof. The matter is not entirely an academic one, as it bears on

Thomas Nashe’s ” Lenten Stuffe ” which, as its editors have shown, used as a

source both the “ Foundacion ” and the second version of the chronicle.85 Also

these early attempts at local historical writing merit attention not only because

they are early but because they help to throw light on the conditions that a

generation later produced Henry Manship junior’s history of the town, a much

more important work, which was probably inspired as much by reaction against

the work of Damet (who Manship came to dislike personally), 3“ as by emulation.

NOTE .' “ GYC ” indicates archives of Great Yarnionth Corporation. Listing

ofthese archives is incomplete and class nninbers are not yet assigned, so the documents

are referred to by their titles.
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C. J. Palmer, Perlicstralion of Great Yarmouth (Yarmouth 1872—5) 1, 117. S. W. Rix, “ Cursory notices 01' the Rev. Francis

Blomefield " in Norfolk Archeology II (1849), 210—1 1.

2Manship op. cit. 22. Manship saw a “ Parchment Book.” Is he referring to Palmer‘s MS, which was of paper bound

in parchment?
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